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To all whom it may concern: V 
Be it known that I, JOHN B. F IsoHnR, a 

citizen of the United States, residing at ' 
Chicago, in the county of Cook and State of 
Illinois, havev invented a certa-in new and 
usefulk Improvement in Vehicle-Tires, of 
which the-following is a specification. 
This invention relates to vehicle tires of 

the hollow resilient or i'ubber tube type, such 
as are used for automobiles, and lhas for its 

' object to provide an improved construction 
ofA resilient case tube or. tire which shall be 
simple, easy riding and durable, also readily 
accessible for repairs. . 
In the accompanying drawings: Figure 1 

is a sectional view of the tire, showing a 
portion of the length thereof; Fig. 2,. a 
transverse section takenon the line 2_2 of 
Fig. 1; Fig. 3, a transverse section taken on 
the line 4_4 of Fig. l; and Fig. 4', a sec» 
tional view taken on the line 5-5 of Fig. 1. 

According'> to my improved construction, 
the case tube or tire is formed with a. plu 
rality or series of cavities, preferably round 
ed or spherical in shape, located within the 
tube around the circumference and sepa 
rated by intermediate walls or spacers a2. 
The tube containing these cavities may' be 
constructed by taking a plurality of layers 
(5*, of fabric and rubber- applied to' a mold 
or form -to give the desired corrugated or 
rounded shape for the cavities. _In the de 
pressions _between the corrugations are 
located the triangular or crescent shaped 
pieces a5, of what is known as cushion stock, 
which may be inclosed in a covering of sev 
eral layers of fabric'and rubber, and over 
all additional layers a“, of fabric and rubber 
are `then applied, making a substantially 
smooth external appearance with the two 
lips or flanges a', a”, at the inner periphery. 
The exterior of the tire or casing a is then 
finished by adding suiiicient cushion stock 
and other material to form the wearing sur 
face or tread of the tire. As shown in Figs. 

- 2 and 3, this tube is of the split ‘.‘ clencher” 
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type, the ñanges a’, a’ being held and 
clamped together by the rim c of the wheel.. 
lVithin the tube the spherical cavi-ties are 
completed by inserting the spacers a2 which 
may be formed of cushion stock andhave 
recesses a3 open toward the inner periphery. 
These spacers or walls, are placed trans 
versely ofthe tube, and secured at the points 
of depression of the corruga-tions of the. in 
ner tube with which they form. complete 

rounded 'or spherical cavities spaced apart 
throughout the tube.  
The resilient crescent shaped pieces a5 

which are formed of rubber cushion stock, 
_constitute substantially an extension of the 
resilient transverse walls or spacing'pieces 
¿L2 into-the fabric in the inner portion of the , 
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tube 'so that whenever the tire engages an ‘l 
obstruction at this point, the pressure is 
transmitted through the yielding and resili 
ent crescent shaped piece to the upper .part 
of the ball and also through the spacing 
piecesto the sides and lower portion of the 
ball givinlg a » more uniform pressure 

_ throughout. ,» 

Resilient or rubber balls b may, ifdesired, 
be inserted in the spherical cavities where 
they will be securely held by the walls of 
the spacing pieces. ‘ 

In operation', to remove orintroduce a 
ball, the casing will bedetached for a con- . 
venient portion of its length and the flanges 
a’  and lower portions of4 the spacers a2 
will be spread apart to the extent required. 
After a ball has been thus introduced and 
the casing parts released, the ball will be 
completely enveloped in the casing, and by 
it securely held in place. ' On account“ of 
the location of the balls it will be difficult 
for a puncturing object Ito reach them but 
in case one is actually punctured it' alone 
will become deíiated, and only a very small 
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portion of the tire is affected. _Indeed under ., 
ordinary circumstances the tire will not be 
put out' of commission and may be used 
either with or without the resilient balls 1o 
cated in the cavities. l 

It will be noted that with my construction 
there is no special internal pressure upon the 
casing as in the case of an: inner tube or or 
dinary single tube tire and, therefore, the 
danger of "‘ blow outsî’ is avoided. ' 
lHaving now described my invention, what . 

I claim as new and desire to secure by Let 

1. A resilient vehicle tire comprising a' 
>case tube having 1ts1nner portion formed 
with rounded corruga-tions, and transverse 
spacing pieces located at the depression 
points of~ the c_orrugations ' and forming 
therewith rounded cavities spaced apart 
throughout the tire. ' ' ' 

2. A resilient vehicle |tire comprisingJ a 
vl1() case tube having its inner portion formed 

with c'orrugations, crescent shaped pieces of -, A 
yielding rubber material lncased within the _, ’_  
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fabric at the depression points of 

1,000,165 

the corru 

gations, and spacing pieces constituting 
transverse Walls inside the tube opposite the 
crescent shaped pieces, thereby forming 

5 cavities spaced apart throughout the tire. 
3. A resilient v ehicle ltire comprising a 

case tube formed with corrugations upon its 
inner portion and split at its inner pe~ 
riphery, resilient Walls closing the interior 

10 of the tube at the depression points to form 
a. seriesof rounded cavities >spaced apart7 
and resilient 

4. A resilient v' 
balls located in said cavities. 

ehicle tire comprising a 

case tube formed with corrugat-ions upon its 
inner portion and split at its inner periph» 
ery, resilient Walls having recesses open at 
the inner side and forming with the corru 
gations a series of rounded cavities, and re 
silient balls located inl said cavities. 
ln Witness whereof, I have hereunto subi 

scribed my naine in the presence oit' tWo Wit 
nesses. 

JOHN B. FÍSCHER. ì 

Witnesses; _ 

HOWARUM. COX, _ 
MARGARET D. Rona. 
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